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every Custom Carved interior door begins with 

refined medium density fiberboard (MdF) that’s 

carefully buffed for a visually appealing, smooth 

finish. the doors feature finger-jointed pine stiles, 

for added durability and screw holding strength. 

the door feels solid, yet it has a lightweight core 

that makes installation easy. 
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Router technology 
Designs are carved into our doors with superior router technology. 

This makes nearly any design possible, while also creating an 

exceptionally detailed and polished appearance. 

 
Fire and sound ratings 
Our Custom Carved interior doors offer fire protection and superior 

sound reduction. Raised panel doors come with a 20-minute fire 

rating option (for true fire protection, use with certified frames and 

hardware). Please check with your supplier for availability. They also 

have an STC rating of up to 33. That means the doors provide up 

to 50 percent more sound reduction than a flush, hollow core door.

Bifold doors 
JELD-WEN is pleased to offer a large selection of Custom Carved bifold  interior doors. So you can now choose a matching design for all your interior doors, 

whether they’re for passages, closets or smaller spaces like laundry rooms.  
 

  
How do you customize these doors? First, select a door design. Next, choose a panel profile. Then select sticking or raised moulding. Panel profiles, sticking 

and raised moulding increase visual interest, with each option providing its own distinctive look. For example, flat panels provide a Craftsman look, while 

raised moulding is appropriate for Colonial or Victorian 

homes. A panel profile is the dimensional detail design 

of a panel; sticking refers to the detail around the 

perimeter of the panel. A few examples of how you can 

use the options for a customized look are shown here.
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 (Number of letters is limited to the size of the door you choose)

Select your Custom Graphic (Graphic measurements will be standard for all doors)

Baseball Basketball Soccer Ball Football Dragonfly

Dolphin Ladybug GiraffeTeddy BearPuppy Dog

SMartly built, 
preciSely deSigned

Customization 
We’re always open to your ideas and 

imagination. As proof of this, we offer 

custom capabilities that allow you to have 

nearly any design. We also offer over 100 

standard designs and assorted profile 

options, which allow you to choose from 

thousands of distinctive combinations. 

We’ve brought together a sampling of custom carved interior doors to show you the 

broad range of standard styles we offer, as well as what’s possible with our custom 

capabilities. the combination of door design,  panel profile and sticking (or raised 

moulding) you choose will provide a unique look; for additional distinction, select 

door designs are available with custom art, including company logos or text. 
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C1000

C2050 C2060 C2070 C2080 C2090 C2130 C2140 C2150 C2160 C2170 C2180

C2190 C2200 C3000 C3010 C3020 C3040 C3050 C3060 C3070 C3080 C3090

C3100

C3210 C3220 C3230 C3240 C3250 C3260 C3270 C3280 C3300 C3330 C4000

C3110 C3120 C3130 C3140 C3150 C3160 C3170 C3180 C3190 C3200

C1010 C1020 C1030 C1040 C1050 C2000 C2010 C2020 C2030 C2040

Standard door deSignS
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